
We thank the reviewer for his very useful comments. By addressing these comments, we 

believe the paper will be substantially improved, particularly with respect to a refined focus 

and a more detailed description of hydrological and thermal models. The reviewer comments 

are in italics, our responses are in normal font, and the proposed text additions and 

modifications are in bold. 

Please note that in the following, “P”, “L” and “SM” stand for page number, line number and 

Supplementary Materials, respectively. 

 

#Reviewer 1: 

General comments: 

 

The submitted paper presents a large-scale modelling effort of river discharge and 

temperature for the Loire River basin in France. The modelling is carried out in two steps, 

first for discharge and then for water temperature. The models are forced with reanalysis 

data provided by Météo-France and validated on a large number of measurement stations. 

The model results are then used to analyse and discuss the trends in discharge and water 

temperature, the factors influencing the modelled trends in water temperature, the spatial 

patterns of the resulting trends, and the role of riparian vegetation and Strahler order. 

This article presents an important work and a valuable contribution to his field of research. 

In general, the paper is well written in terms of language and has clear and nice figures. 

The authors would like to thank the reviewer for this assessment. 

 

However, I have some concerns which I detail below. The first concern is the clarity, 

completeness, and organisation of section 3 “Method and data”, where, in my opinion, some 

crucial information is missing. 

We believe that the responses to the following comments address this comment. 

 

The second concern is the robustness of some of the results, in particular the validation of the 

model and the strength of some of the analysis performed. Indeed, the results and discussion 

sections tend to analyse many different aspects and perhaps only the most robust ones could 

be kept. In addition, since quite simple models are used, I would be more careful for some 

interpretation of the results. 

We believe that the responses to the following comments address this comment. 

 

I also regret that no data or models are shared along the article. I imagine that sharing of 

forcing data may not be allowed, however I would strongly encourage the addition of a "Data 

and code availability" section to detail how this work can be replicated. If possible, sharing 

with the community the time series produced by the model would also be appreciated. In the 

same vein, the supplementary material could be improved to provide interested readers with a 

more complete overview of the large number of results obtained. 



 

We completely agree on the data sharing idea, and this is why we already planned to write 

down a data paper on simulated streamflow and stream temperature time series for reaches 

corresponding to location of water quality stations (around 1000 stations) over the 1963-2019 

period. Please note that we indeed have no right to publish the Safran meteorological 

reanalysis data belonging to Météo-France. 

 

Main comments 

1.1 Data description 

My first recommendation is to create a "Data" section (with sub-sections) where all details on 

forcing, validation and geographical data are grouped. Currently, the information is spread 

over P3L83-86, P4L97-P5L104, P5L118-121, L123-124, L125-128, P7L165-167 (I may have 

forgotten some). Grouping them together would make for easier reading as many details now 

appear in the models’ description sections. 

 

Please first note that P3L83-86 is about HERs (Hydro EcoRegions) that are not input of any 

of the models. This confusion has been repeated in other comments by the reviewer. They are 

simply regions within which land use/land cover, and climatic conditions are rather 

homogeneous. They were developed for the Water Framework Directive to give ecological 

reference conditions. Such information has been already specified in P3L80. HERs were used 

in the current study to be able to consider the similar landscape characteristics for reaches 

belonged to the same HER. Thus, it is used to compare reaches with the same landscape 

characteristics together like what has been done in assessing the influence of reach size and 

vegetation cover. Moreover, it helps to report and compare the trends over the basin in a 

simple way at this large scale.  

Please note that the rest of the data pointed out by the reviewer (P4L97, P5L118-121, L123-

124, L125-128, P7L165-167) are the part of inputs of the hydrological and thermal models. 

We believe that we cannot talk about such data before explaining each model Nevertheless, in 

the revised manuscript, agreed with the reviewer, we will add a data section before the model 

description section (where we just specify subsets of data that are used for 

simulation/calibration/validation). Moreover, to clarify that each model functions separately 

with their own specific input data, the following paragraph will be added P4L90 Section 3.0:  

“We used two models to calculate stream temperature in the Loire River basin 

according to the method developed by Beaufort et al (2016). The first model is the semi-

distributed hydrologic model EROS, which estimates daily streamflow at sub-basin 

outlets. The second model is the fully distributed, mechanistic temperature model 

Temperature-NETwork (T-NET; Beaufort et al. 2016 and Loicq et al. 2018) that uses 

streamflow from EROS and meteorological reanalysis data to estimate Tw at each reach 

in the Loire River basin. These models are briefly described below, and are detailed in 

Thiéry (1988), Thiéry and Moutzopoulos (1995), and Thiéry (2018) for EROS, and 

Beaufort et al. (2016) and Loicq et al. (2018) for T-NET.” 

 



In addition, a comprehensive table of all stations used for calibration and validation should 

be provided in the supplementary material (SM later), with coordinates and station names, 

and also indicating the data provider.  

We agree. The data source of hydrometric stations used for both calibration and validation 

was already mentioned in P5L100. Nevertheless, a list of these stations with coordinates will 

be added to SM. A list of stream temperature stations including the data provider (and the 

corresponding link) will be also provided in the SM.  

 

The coordinates should be added in Table 1. For long-term stations, one could even consider 

numbering them in the table and then indicating the numbers on Figure 1.  

We agree and it will be added in revised manuscript. 

 

Maps similar to Figure 3 and S5, but showing the annual and seasonal average of Tw, Ta and 

Q over the whole catchment area could be a useful addition to the SM to capture the different 

local conditions in the catchment.  

We agree and we will add the following figures to SM showing annual averages. 

 

 

Annual mean Ta, liquid and solid P, and PET over the 1958–2019 period. These data are 

derived from the SAFRAN reanalysis data (Quintana-Segui et al., 2008; Vidal et al., 2010) 



 

 

Annual mean Tw and Q. Please note that for Q, log(annual Q) are presented. 

 

 

A map similar to Figure 2, middle panel, with a colour indicating the Strahler order could be 

added in the SM.   

Such information can already be seen on the previous figure that will be included in SM. 

 

For non-French readers, a map showing the location of the Loire basin in France (or in 

Europe) should be added. It could be integrated as a new panel in figure 1. 

It has been already presented in in the top right corner of Figure 1, left panel. We will make it 

explicit in the corresponding caption. 

 

In P5L103 it is said that the Q time series are "naturalised". However, no reference or details 

of the procedure used are provided. This information should be included because, as you note 

later in section 5.4, anthropogenic disturbances are of major importance.  

We agree, and P5L103 will be modified as follows: 

“Stations along the main Loire (14) and Allier (11) rivers are influenced by operations of 

4 large dams for hydropower, flood control and low-flow management, notably through 

summer releases. Time series at these stations have been first naturalized by EDF 

(Électricité de France) based on variations in water storage in reservoirs due to 

operations based on target storage curves (Naussac, Villerest) and optimization of the 

hydropower energy generation for the electric grid needs (Grangent, Montpezat).” 

 

In addition, I did not find in the document the source of the time series for water temperature. 

Is it the same supplier as for the discharge? Is it also "naturalized"? 



The data provider of stream temperature were already mentioned in P23L410. However, as 

mentioned before, the link to data provider will be added to the revised manuscript.  

Please note that Tw data are raw observations, i.e. not “naturalized”, as already made explicit 

in the manuscript P7 L172. 

 

1.2 Description of the EROS model 

Only a few details are given on how the model actually works. In addition, the two main 

references given for the model are in French. Although it is not necessary here to describe all 

the details of the models, the main points should be provided to the reader. In particular, 

details of the mass balance should be given. Is it precipitation - evaporation, or can some of 

the mass be lost through deep soil infiltration? How is the water transported through the soil? 

Does EROS use a reservoir model? Finally, is there any routing of water into the stream 

network carried out in EROS or is only the release of water at the sub-catchment scale 

simulated? P5L109-111 suggest that routing is done in T-NET, but this is not clearly stated, 

nor is it mentioned in section 3.1.2. On the other hand, section 3.2.1 suggests that Q is 

obtained directly from EROS, which means that the routing is done in EROS. 

 It is not mentioned which parameters are calibrated (this should be stated), which values are 

tested for calibration, and which values are finally chosen. This should be stated in the SM to 

allow reproducibility. P5L105-107 states that: “The calibration aimed at maximizing the 

Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency criteria (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) on the square root of streamflow 

and minimizing the overall bias, in order to simulate correctly the whole range of Q values”. 

How are the two metrics combined (NSE and bias) to assess the quality of the calibration? 

Why is the square root used? How many calibrations are performed, how are the calibration 

values chosen (pure chance or more advanced algorithm)? Again, the only non-French 

peerreviewed source provided is Thiéry (1988). This paper describes a water level model for 

an unconfined aquifer and I imagine that EROS is a model based on this work, but rather 

different from this 1988 version. 

Overall, more details about the model are needed to enable the reader to understand how the 

EORS model works. The main assumptions and principle of the model should be stated, as 

well as details on the calibration procedure and parameters (a part can be added to the SM). 

I have found many applications of this model in the literature; these could also be cited as 

application examples. 

 

We agree, and therefore the section “EROS hydrological model” (section 3.1.1), P4L95, is 

modified as following, which includes the principles of the EROS model, its input data, 

calibration process and variables, and applications of EROS in other studies: 

“The EROS semi-distributed hydrological model simulates the daily streamflow at the 

outlet of 368 sub-basins (ranges between 40 and 1600 km2; mean drainage area = 300 

km2), designed to be as homogeneous as possible with respect to land use and geology. 

On each of these sub-basins, the water balance is modelled by a lumped model using 

three reservoirs and a routing function for propagation across sub-basins (Thiéry, 1988; 

Thiéry and Moutzopoulos, 1995; Thiéry, 2018). This hydrological model has already 

been used in several other studies including climate change impact studies (Ducharne et 

al., 2011; Habets et al., 2013; Bustillo et al., 2014). 



The EROS model uses daily Ta (°C), solid and liquid precipitation (mm), and reference 

evapotranspiration (ET0, mm). Ta and precipitation are provided by the 8 km gridded 

Safran surface reanalysis from Meteo-France over the 1958–2019 period (Quintana-

Segui et al., 2008; Vidal et al., 2010). ET0 was computed from Safran variables with the 

Penman-Monteith equation (Allen et al., 1998).  

For calibration, 352 hydrometric stations with observed Q data were extracted from the 

French national Banque Hydro database (http://www.hydro.eaufrance.fr/) (Figure 1, 

right panel). Stations along the main Loire (14) and Allier (11) rivers are influenced by 

operations of 4 large dams for hydropower, flood control and low-flow management, 

notably through summer releases. Time series at these stations have been first 

naturalized by EDF (Électricité de France) based on variations in water storage  in 

reservoirs due to operations based on target storage curves (Naussac, Villerest) and 

optimization of the hydropower energy generation for the electric grid needs (Grangent, 

Montpezat). EROS was then calibrated over the 1971-2018 period against daily Q at all 

352 sub-basins with at least 10 years of daily observations. The calibration aimed at 

optimizing all unknown parameters (soil capacity, recession times, propagation times) 

through maximizing the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) criterion on the square root of 

streamflow and minimizing the overall bias. Considering the NSE criterion on the 

square roots of the flows provides an estimate of model performance without favoring 

neither high flows nor low flows. The overall calibration criterion C is: C = mNSE – 

w.mRB where the weighting factor w is fixed at 0.05 . 

A 3-year warm-up period (1971-1974) was discarded from the overall calibration period 

(1971-2018, which maximizes the number of streamflow observations). The calibrated 

model was then used to simulate streamflow over the whole 368 homogenous sub-basins 

in the Loire basin over the whole 1963-2019 period. Note that although meteorological 

variables are available from 1958 onwards, the first years (1958-1962) were discarded 

from the analysis to ensure the model convergence.”  

 

Moreover, to clarify that simulated Q by EROS used in T-NET and there is no routing for 

simulating Q in T-NET, P5L110 of the current manuscript will be removed and it will be 

added between P6L150 and L151 as follows: 

“- Streamflow: the daily streamflow simulated at the outlet of 368 homogeneous sub-

basins by the EROS model (see section 3.1.1) are redistributed along the river network 

inside each sub-basin according to the reach drainage area for informing the T-NET 

model at the reach scale. The ratio of sum of the lengths of all reaches upstream of a 

reach to the sum of the lengths of all reaches located in a sub-basin is used as a proxy for 

the drainage area of a reach.” 

 

There is also no mention of the other input parameters of the model. The authors describe 

three different HydroEco regions (HER), but there is no information on how the region 

influences the model parameters (and thus the model outputs).  

Please see response to a comment above. 

 

 



1.3 Description of the T-NET model 

Here too, important pieces of information are missing. This is even more problematic than for 

the EROS model as no references are given for this model.  

We actually did provide references for the T-NET model (original text P5L120). To clarify 

this point, the following paragraph will be added in P4L90 Section 3.0 (already mentioned 

before):  

“We used two models to calculate stream temperature in the Loire River basin 

according to the method developed by Beaufort et al (2016). The first model is the semi-

distributed hydrologic model EROS, which estimates daily streamflow at sub-basin 

outlets. The second model is the fully distributed, mechanistic temperature model 

Temperature-NETwork (T-NET; Beaufort et al. 2016 and Loicq et al. 2018) that uses 

streamflow from EROS and meteorological reanalysis data to estimate Tw at each reach 

in the Loire River basin. These models are briefly described below, and are detailed in 

Thiéry (1988), Thiéry and Moutzopoulos (1995), and Thiéry (2018) for EROS, and 

Beaufort et al. (2016) and Loicq et al. (2018) for T-NET.” 

 

P5L115-116 says: “To simulate Tw, the equilibrium temperature (Te) is first computed, the 

temperature at which the net heat flux across the surfaces of the stream is null”. Then details 

of how some of the energy fluxes are calculated are given, but the above sentence is never 

followed by a "then" or "next". So, if I understand correctly, the temperature of the water 

being modelled is the equilibrium temperature? Or are you using a formulation similar to 

Bustillo's (2014) eq. (6). A crucial piece of information is missing here. And if only Te is used, 

this critical assumption and its consequences need to be discussed. 

We agree, and in this regard, we will improve description of the thermal model in P5L115-

116 as following:  

“TNET is a fully mechanistic, 1D model that simulates hourly Twi,j at distance, i, along 

reach, j, by solving the local heat budget. The heat budget of each reach includes six 

fluxes (W m-2): net solar radiation, atmospheric longwave radiation, longwave radiation 

emitted from the water surface, evaporative heat flux, convective heat flux, and 

groundwater heat inflow. Briefly, the model calculates the longitudinal change in Tw at 

time t (dTw/dx) for steady-state conditions in order to achieve thermal equilibrium (i.e., 

ΣHi,j=0, where H is a heat flux), while accounting for confluence mixing. Detailed 

information about the T-NET model principles and calculation of six heat fluxes at the 

water-air and water-stream bed interfaces, thermal propagation were provided in 

Beaufort et al., 2016 and Loicq et al., 2018. Note that unlike the EROS hydrological 

model, the T-NET thermal model does not have any free parameter, hence, it does not 

require calibration and it is only validated.” 

 

In section 3.1.1 it says that EROS is used to calculate discharge over 368 sub-catchments, 

whereas in section 3.1.2 52'278 reaches are mentioned. So, there are several reaches per sub-

catchment and within each sub-catchment, the water supply simulated by EROS is distributed 

to the reaches using the drainage area? But again, how and in which model is the routing 

calculated? P6L156-157 clearly states that "Q is the daily mean streamflow provided by the 

EROS model". But how can this be done if there is no routing in EROS? P7L160-161 explains 



that the travel time is calculated in T-NET, but this information is not used for the calculation 

of the water temperature (at least that is my understanding), but would be mandatory 

information for routing. 

We believed that responses to previous comments address these comments as well. 

 

No details are provided on how sensible, latent and groundwater heat fluxes are calculated. 

Equations or references should be provided.  

It can be found in Beaufort et al. (2016). The modifications proposed in the previous 

comments address also this one. 

 

I understand that no calibration is done for TNET, is this correct?  

Yes, there is no calibration for T-NET. The modifications proposed in the previous comments 

address also this one. 

 

Are there any other parameters used in the model? For example, as with EROS, how are the 

properties of HERs taken into account in the model? The results are discussed for the 

different HERs, but this discussion only makes sense if the HERs are somehow parameterized 

in the model. 

This already has been responded. As it is mentioned before, the HERs are not input of any of 

the models.  

 

Finally, in addition to my questions about routing, there is no information about reach-to-

reach heat advection. Is there reach-to-reach heat transfer? If not, this would considerably 

weaken the analysis carried out in terms of the Strahler order and of the whole model in 

general. To conclude this first part of the discussion, I would really encourage the authors to 

add a few paragraphs better detailing the data sources, the model workflow, and the main 

assumptions of the models. As I say below, it would also be important to indicate the 

limitations of the models. 

Yes, there is an upstream-downstream thermal propagation. Please see Beaufort et al., 2016 

page 5.  The modifications proposed in the previous comments address also this one. 

 

2.1 Calibration and validation of EROS and T-NET 

 

Firstly, details of the calibration procedure and parameters should be provided (see above). 

Secondly, why is no validation period used to infer the quality of the calibration? Indeed, time 

series are usually divided into a calibration period and a validation period. By using only a 

calibration period without validation, we have no information on the potential overfitting of 

the model at the calibration station during the calibration period. Depending on the 

modelling effort required, I would strongly recommend recalibrating the model over a shorter 

period and using a few years for validation.  



 

Modifications to P4L95 related to EROS model was already dealt with in previous responses. 

On calibration and validation: first, such a spatially distributed calibration requires a lot of 

streamflow observations and performing a classical split-sample test would not allow that 

given the numerous and diverse gaps in streamflow observations. Second, using the complete 

set of available information over the past decades for calibrating the hydrological model is a 

standard approach in climate change impact studies. And the next step after the present study 

is obviously to use this calibrated EROS model to run hydrological (and afterwards thermal) 

projections over the 21st century. 
  

 

Furthermore, looking at Figure 3 of Thiéry (1988), we see a clear decrease in the 

performance of the model during the validation period. 
 

Several points should be noted here: first, in Thiéry (1988), the period was much shorter (11 

years) leading to a necessarily less robust (with respect to interannual varaibility) model 

response. Second, the assessment is here done on aquifer levels, not streamflow like in the 

present study. Third, validation results in Thiéry (1988) are quite satisfying with the exception 

of two sites impacted by one specific precipitation input, i.e. the station observation at 

Abbeville, which may point to a possible deficiency in these inputs. Note that in the present 

study, the input data are the reference Safran gridded surface reanalysis over France (Vidal et 

al., 2010). 

 

In section 3.2.1, NSE on Q, ln(Q) and sqrt(Q) are mentioned, does this correspond to the "the 

mean NSE criteria for low, medium and high flows" mentioned in P9L221?  

 

Yes. We will use the same configuration (Q, ln(Q) and sqrt(Q)) in the results instead of using 

low, mean and high flows in the revised manuscript. 

 

 

Little detail is given on the quality of the calibration of Q. Indeed, only the mean NSE is given 

(no details on the variance), a graph of the distribution of values should be added in SM, as 

well as a graph showing the simulated and measured time series for some stations. In Figure 

S2, the bias is only shown for the 44 NHN stations, why not show all 352 stations (using a 

shorter time period)? 

 

We agree and we will add some figures to SM. We will also show simulated and observed Q 

time series for three sub-basins in the upstream, middle and downstream part of the basin in 

SM. In this regard, P9L219-221 will be modified as following: 

 

“The EROS model performs well at the 352 calibration stations at the annual scale with 

a median relative bias close to 0 (see Figure 4.12, left panel). It slightly underestimates 

winter Q (median relative bias (across stations)=-6.27%) and spring Q (-3.47%), and 

overestimates summer Q (+34.7%) and fall Q (+20.9%). The overestimation in summer 

and fall could be due to the fact that the EROS model does not take into account water 

abstractions for irrigation that occur mainly during the low-flow period (for abstraction 

volumes, see the national abstraction database https://bnpe.eaufrance.fr/). 

The EROS model also performs well at 44 RHN stations with long-term continuous 

daily data at the annual scale with a median relative bias of 0.37% (see Figure 4.12, 



right panel). It slightly underestimates winter Q (median relative bias (across stations)=-

7.26%) and spring Q (-6.79%), and overestimates summer Q (+37.7%) and fall Q 

(+24.7%).  

A good performance of the EROS model in reconstructing daily Q was also seen at three 

different hydrometric stations located in the upstream, the middle, and the downstream 

part of the Loire River basin.”  Please note that the corresponding figure will be added in 

SM between Figures S2 and S3 of the current manuscript. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 

Figure: Simulated and observed daily Q at three different hydrometric stations: (top) in the 

upstream (L'Allier à Monistrol-d'Allier), (middle) in the middle (L'Arnon à Méreau [Pont de 

Méreau]), and (bottom) in the downstream part (La Loire à Montjean-sur-Loire) of the Loire 

River basin. 

 

 

In Section 4.1, it is shown that most of the simulated summer trends are not significant and 

that the simulated summer trends are poorly correlated with the observed trends. However, 

these summer trends are used extensively later in the document (e.g. Figure 5, Table 2). Given 

the uncertainty around these trends over the calibration period, I doubt that they are robust 

enough to perform such an analysis. 

 

Please note that the low correlation value found in summer in Figure S3 originates from poor 

simulation at very few stations all located in HER B. Sauldre@Selles-sur-Cher (K6492510) 

and Ardoux@Lailly-en-Val (K4443010) gauge catchments where numerous small ponds are 

found and the highly decreasing observed trends may be due to the increasing evaporation 

from these ponds which are obviously not included in the EROS model. This is also true in a 

lesser extent for the Auron@Bourges, in which a canal follows a large part of the course of 

the river and may play a similar role with respect to summer evaporation trends. Apart from 

these specific stations, a coherence as good as in other seasons is found between trends in 

simulated and observed streamflow. 
 

 

For Tw, only the performance in terms of trends and biases is presented. A presentation of 

performance in terms of mean square error would also be informative in assessing the 

performance of the model as this metric is commonly used in the literature.  

 

We agree. The following figure (including RMSE) will be added to the bias figure in the SM 

(Figure S2). The following results will be also added to P9L224: 

“The median RMSE of the T-NET thermal model, for small and medium rivers, ranges 

between 0.52 °C (Annual) and 0.91 °C (DJF and JJA) across seasons (see Figure S2, 

bottom left panel). For large rivers, the median RMSE of the T-NET thermal model 

ranges between 0.38 °C (annual) and 1.11 °C (JJA and SON) across seasons (see Fig. S2, 

bottom right panel). Moreover, 53-83% stations (resp. 50-100%) on small and medium 

(resp. large) rivers have a RMSE<1 °C across seasons.” 



 

 

 

 

The bias is discussed for Q and Tw. However, as the subsequent analysis is mainly trend 

based, and bias has no impact on trend, I am not sure of the relevance of this metric here.  

 

We agree that a model with bias can also simulate temporal trends well. Nevertheless, the first 

step of using a model is to assess its biases. Please note that the model performance in 

simulating seasonal Tw and Q was not assessed before in Beaufort et al., 2016. Moreover, 

such a comment is rather surprising after the previous one requesting an assessment based on 

the RMSE, which is highly influenced by any bias. 

 

Section 5.1 does not add much to section 4.1. I would like to see in these sections more 

discussion of where the models are underperforming and therefore the limitation of the 

dataset obtained. Indeed, the models used, like all models, are not perfect. Identifying the 



limitations and thus focusing the analysis and discussion on the part that proved to be within 

the radius of validity of the models is a mandatory step in modelling studies. 

 

We agree and the limitations of the models as the one (related to trends in open-water 

evaporation) seen for trends of the EROS model in summer will be discussed in the 

revised manuscripts. 
 

 

Finally, the part concerning riparian vegetation seems to be a new addition to the model in 

this article. My concern is that no validation is shown. The approach should be validated 

using a Tw measurement station in a shaded area and compare the model performance with 

and without shading. In the absence of validation and evaluation of the effectiveness and 

limitations of the approach, I find it difficult to proceed with the analysis. 

 

T-NET improvement by this riparian shading method was already shown by Loicq et al., 

2018. However, a sentence referred to this reference is missing. Therefore, the following 

sentence will be added in P6L135: “Loicq et al., 2018 (their Fig. 11) showed that Tw 

simulated by this method was close to observed Tw”.  

 

 

 

2.2 Link between Ta, Tw, and Q 

 

The comparison of Ta and Tw trends and the potential impact of Q are widely discussed. I 

appreciate this effort and think that there is still much to understand about the interaction 

between Tw and Q. 

 

The authors thank the reviewer for this assessment. 

 

First of all, great importance is attached to the finding that Tw increases faster than Ta for 

most seasons and on an annual basis. This result has already been found in some regions 

(see e.g., Webb and Nobilis, 2007; and Arora et al., 2016), but is in contradiction with other 

studies (see e.g., Moatar and Gailhard, 2006; Orr et al., 2015; and Michel et al., 2020). I 

believe this result would merit further discussion to assess its strength. 

 

We agree that such findings depend on the study area and even on the study period. In this 

regard, we decided to specify the study area in the new manuscript as following: “Regional, 

multi-decadal analysis on the Loire River basin reveals that stream temperature 

increases faster than air temperature”. Moreover, in the manuscript, we will better discuss 

Tw and Ta trends observed in the other regions like what the reviewer pointed out. 

 

 Please note that in Moatar and Gailhard, 2006, Tw increases faster than Ta in spring and 

summer and at annual scale for the whole 4 stations on the Loire River. 

 

The main factor used to explain why the trends in Tw are more important than those in Ta is 

the discharge. However, trends in other forcing variables should be shown. Indeed, in winter, 

Figures 3 and S5 show that the variable explaining why TW trends > TA is probably not 

discharge (since no significant trend in discharge is found).  

 

We agree and we already excluded winter from this statement. Please see P11L260. 



 

 

Similarly, summer and spring show marked negative trends in discharge in some parts of the 

catchment, whereas these are the seasons where the trends in Ta and Tw are most similar. 

The addition of the seasonal discharge trend in the boxplot in Figure 4 would facilitate the 

analysis. 

 

First of all, Figure 3 clearly shows reaches in the upstream of the basin for which Ta trend 

(middle panel) are in range of 0.4-0.6 °C/decade (in orange) while Tw trends are >0.6 

°C/decade (in red), so we do not agree that Tw and Ta trends are similar in spring and 

summer. Yes, the median values across the basin for Tw and Ta trends is similar (Figure 4), 

but the spatial pattern is clearly not, hence the added value of Figure 3. Please note that, 

Figure 4 compares dispersion and median values of Tw and Ta trends across the basin and not 

reach by reach while Figure 5 (which is modified and shown in the following) compares 

trends reach by reach. Figure 4 is just the first step to see whether Tw are more spatially 

variable than Ta trends. It therefore suggests that other factors than Ta are affecting Tw 

trends. Looking at the spatial pattern of trends in Figure 3 suggests spatial links between an 

additional increase in Tw and a decrease in Q, mainly in the upstream part of the basin 

(considering both significant and non-significant trends). Finally, Figure 5 compares Tw, Ta 

trends and the sign of Q trends reach by reach to test the hypothesis of decreasing Q as a 

possible controlling factor. Indeed the modified Figure 5 (shown in the following) clearly 

shows that regardless of the significance level, for the majority of reaches with Tw trends> Ta 

trends, a decrease in Q occurs coincidentally across seasons, with again the exception of 

winter. 

 

With this modified Figure 5, P11L260-264 will be modified as following: 

 

“Indeed, where Tw trends exceed Ta trends, decreasing Q trends occur coincidentally at 

the majority of reaches (43-94%) for all seasons (with the exception of winter) 

irrespective of whether all significant and non-significant trends are considered (Figure 

5, top panel) or only significant trends of all three variables are considered (Figure 5, 

bottom panel). Of these specific reaches where all factors converge (trend in Tw higher 

than trend in Ta, and decreasing trend in Q), most are located in HER A irrespective of 

considering all significant and non-significant trends (52-90% of such reaches across 

seasons; see spatial figure, left panel in SM), or considering only significant trends of all 

three variables (100% of such reaches across seasons; see spatial figure, right panel in 

SM).” 

 

Please note that the spatial figures showing location of these reaches will be put in SM 

(between Figure S7 and S8 of the current manuscript). 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Spatial figures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 5 is used to support the hypothesis that Q is the main driver, see P11L259-263: 

“Overall, Tw trends were more spatially variable than Ta trends, suggesting the conditional 

influence of Q trends (Fig. 4). Indeed, where Tw trends exceeded Ta trends, decreasing Q 

trends occurred coincidentally at the majority of reaches for all seasons – with the exception 

of winter – (43-72 %, depending on season; Fig. 5. Of these specific reaches where all factors 

converged (trend in Tw higher than trend in Ta, and decreasing trend in Q)” (please note that 

there are some grammatical problems in the second sentences). There are many shortcuts 

here. Firstly, the larger scatter suggests that factors other than Ta have an impact on water 

temperature, but this does not in itself show that Q is responsible, it could be any other 

forcing variable. Secondly, and more importantly, Figure 5 shows the percentage of reaches 

where "all factors converge", which I interpret as "all trends are significant". 

 

We of course acknowledge that other factors are at play in the trends that we observed 

(including model error and bias), and this is also commented in the Discussion. However, we 

suggest that Figure 5 (and its modifications, see above) are strong supporters of our 

hypothesis that increasing Tw can be due to the joint effects of increasing Ta and decreasing 

Q. We do not claim that this is the main driver. At this point, we just state what we observed 

as the reviewer also referred to “…decreasing Q trends occurred coincidentally at the majority 

of reaches for all seasons”. 

 

 Moreover, in the paragraph that the reviewer referred to, we already explained, "all factors 

converge" by adding “(trend in Tw higher than trend in Ta, and decreasing trend in Q)”. 

 

 

 Please clarify this point, as when comparing Figures 5 and 3, I rather understand that all 

trends are included in Figure 5. Including non-significant trends would be a significant bias 

here, as many non-significant trends are just above or just below zero and the figures are 

based on trend signs. For Figure 5 to be complete, the distribution between Q>0 and Q<0 

should also appear in the blue part. Indeed, the figure now shows that Tw>Ta in most cases 

when Q<0, however Figure 4 shows that Tw>Ta in most cases anyway.  

 

Yes, the current Figure 5 include both significant and non-significant trends, but we believe 

that the modified Figure 5 (see above) brings an adequate response to this comment.  

 

 

This figure could be used to show the impact of Q if, and only if, we can see that the 

proportion of Ta>Tw vs Ta<Tw changes if Q>0 and Q<0. Also, the number of catchments 

used probably differs significantly between seasons (at least if only significant trends are 

shown). Here I see that there may be something irreconcilable in this figure: 

- Either all reaches are kept, including those with insignificant trends, but then the figure 

itself will lose much of its meaning for the reason mentioned above. 

- Either only significant trends are retained, but only a small minority of reaches show 

significant Q trends in certain seasons, and the figure would then only show a small subset 

of reaches. 

 

These points were already addressed in the previous comments and in the modified Figure 5 

shown above. 

 

 



This question of the relationship between Tw and Q trends is not straightforward (you can 

look at the introduction of Arora et al. (2016) for a good review of the literature available by 

then) and, it is important to note, seeing a correlation between Tw trends and Q trends does 

not imply any causality. 

 

Thanks you for this suggestion, but we are already aware of the paper referred to here as we 

already cited it several times in the manuscript. And of course, we are aware that correlation 

does not imply causality, hence our position only suggesting this causality, as it is supported 

by coherent spatial patterns, temporal patterns, and well-understood physical processes. The 

aim of this article was just to find out the magnitude of trends in Tw, and possible 

explanations for Tw trends higher than Ta trends by assessing the spatial (Figures 3 and 5) 

and temporal links (Figures 6-8, and Table 2) between trends in Tw and Ta and/or Q. 

 

This is what we see in the subsection "Synchrony of annual anomalies" and in Figure 8: low 

Q summers correspond to high Ta summers, so it is difficult to assess which of the two, or the 

combination, leads to an increase in Tw. 

 

As you are probably aware, summer streamflow does not only depends on summer 

temperature (through summer evapotranspiration), but also from baseflow originating from 

precipitation in the previous months, during the recharge season. Distinguishing between Ta 

and Q factors on Tw in this study derives from that they are the two main inputs of the T-NET 

model. Of course one could devise a formal attribution framework where one may e.g. 

remove trends in Q and trends in Ta alternatively in T-NET inputs, but this would require 

much more work than the objectives set up for this manuscript. 

 
                                                                                                   

Furthermore, Figures S10 and S11 suggest that the negative discharge trend is caused by an 

increase in ET rather than a decrease in P. The regions concerned (see Figure 3), are those 

where the increase in Ta is most significant. Thus, the causal chain here appears to be Ta 

increasing   ET increasing  Q decreasing. So, even if Q is shown to be a factor 

influencing Tw, it originates (mostly) in the increase in Ta. Thus, it might be misleading to 

say that a decrease in Q is a contributing factor, as I think that for most readers a decrease in 

Q would mean a decrease in precipitation, whereas here no significant decrease in 

precipitation is found, and thus no impact of the precipitation regime on Tw can be assessed. 

The real impact of ET can be assessed by comparing the measured trends of discharge to the 

trends on measured precipitation in the catchment, in order to confirm if the increase in ET 

modelled is correct. 

 

We refer the reviewer to the response to a pervious comment on summer baseflow originating 

from previous recharge season. The causal chain presented by the reviewer may be effective 

when looking at the annual scale, but this is made much more complex with the seasonality in 

T and P, and of course the fact that catchment integrate theses signal in time across seasons. 

Moreover, we find it surprising that the reviewer suggests that “ it might be misleading to say 

that a decrease in Q is a contributing factor” while a recent paper he was the main author of 

actually says right in the abstract “The mean trends for the last 20 years are + 0.37 ± 0.11 ◦ C 

per decade for water temperature, resulting from the joint effects of trends in air temperature 

(+0.39 ± 0.14 ◦ C per decade), discharge (−10.1 ± 4.6 % per decade), and precipitation (−9.3 ± 

3.4 % per decade).” (Michel et al., 2020). Such an assessment goes much further in the 

attribution of Tw trends than we aim to, while we only gather clues (spatial patterns, temporal 

patterns, physical reasoning) towards such a still distant formal attribution. 



 

With all this discussion, I really question this sentence in the abstract: “Importantly, air 

temperature and streamflow exerted joint influence on stream temperature trends, where the 

greatest stream temperature increases were accompanied by similar trends in air temperature 

(up to +0.71 °C/decade) and the greatest decreases in streamflow (up to -16 %/decade)”. 

Indeed, as discussed above the discharge decrease might just be a “side-effect” of the 

increase in Ta through increased ET, but since it is also the region with the highest Ta 

increase  (P16L229), I don’t think that we can conclude that “air temperature and streamflow 

exerted joint influence on stream temperature”.  
 

Again, we respectfully disagree with the reviewer and at the same time agree with Michel et 

al. (2020) which asserts such a joint influence while we clearly only bring forward here this 

joint influence. 

 

 

Continuing with the subsection "Synchrony of annual anomalies", I do not really see the 

added value of the change point analysis. Furthermore, as it seems to illustrate an abrupt 

change in the late 1980s, I would think that a trend analysis is then not appropriate for these 

time series. 

 

This is a good remark indeed. However, trend assessment and change-point assessment are 

definitely not incompatible, and both analyses bring forward their own contribution of our 

understanding. More specifically here, the trend analysis show the increase/decrease of the 

variables and the change-point analysis critically bring some more information on the 

relationship between Ta, Q, and Tw in their temporal synchronicity, again towards a still 

distant attribution.  

 

Moreover, please note that a time series can have both a change-point and a trend. A visual 

assessment can clearly shows this point (e.g., see Tw and Ta anomalies in Figure 6). 

 

 

Going back to the Tw>Ta question more generally (sorry, all the variables are related and I 

had trouble organising my comments), it would be interesting to calculate trends at long-term 

water temperature stations to see if the same trend is observed, to reinforce the results. 

 

It is a good idea, but we do not have Tw long-term stations in the upstream part of the Loire 

catchment (HER A) where mostly Tw trend> Ta trends (see Figure 3 and modified Figure 5 

above). We have long-term data for the Loire River in the downstream part of the basin, 

which have already been analyzed in this study and previous ones (Moatar and Gailhard, 

2006; Avarello et al., 2020). Nevertheless, please note that consistent with our findings, 

Moatar and Gailhard, 2006 found Tw trends > Ta trends in spring, summer and at the annual 

scale for the whole 4 stations on the Loire River. 

 

Moreover, it would be nice to work with observations and have less uncertainties about the 

results of simulations, but as seen in Table 1, only 5 stations have long-term Tw data over the 

whole basin. In France, the National Water temperature network was established only in 2009 

(https://hubeau.eaufrance.fr/page/api-temperature-continu#/). We are facing to lack of 

long-term and detailed observed Tw in the basin, and the point of developing models like T-

NET model was precisely to overcome this lack of data.  

 

https://hubeau.eaufrance.fr/page/api-temperature-continu#/


 

In addition, a map like the one in Figure 3, but showing the difference between Ta and Tw, 

would be very informative about the spatial distribution of catchments where Ta trends are 

more important than Tw and help the comparison with discharge trends. 

 

We agree. Such Figure was already provided in the previous comments where modified 

Figure 5 was presented. 

 

 

This result receives a lot of attention in the article (see for example the title). The details 

(Figure 4) show that this is mainly due to the winter and autumn seasons (although the 

difference is statistically significant in spring, it is still really small).  

 

The fact that Tw trends are stronger than Ta trends is also valid at the whole annual scale. We 

therefore believe that the title is therefore appropriate. 
 

 

However, Figure S4 and the indicated R coefficient shows that the simulated trends in autumn 

have the lowest correlation with the measured trends (this is also stated in P9L232), so 

autumn is the season where we have the lowest confidence in the results. In any case, I would 

condition the general statement of Tw>Ta on the seasonal aspect since it is not general (and I 

would add this information in the title) and I would really stress the uncertainties about it. 

This result is interesting, and certainly deserves attention, but in my opinion not robust 

enough to be asserted in the way it is in the title of the paper (at least with what is currently 

shown). The discussion around the cause can also be enhanced. 

 

Please note that in abstract P1L10, we put the attention on spring and summer not on fall: 

“Spring and summer increases were typically the greatest in the southern headwaters 

(up to +1 °C/decade) and in the largest rivers (Strahler order >5). Importantly, air 

temperature and streamflow exerted joint influence on stream temperature trends, 

where the greatest stream temperature increases were accompanied by similar trends in 

air temperature (up to +0.71 °C/decade) and the greatest decreases in streamflow (up to 

-16 %/decade)”. We therefore believe that we sufficiently take account of uncertainties and 

agreed with the reviewer, discussion will be enhanced according to responses to previous 

comments.  

Please also note that the low correlation between simulated and observed Tw trend in fall 

originates from very few stations with 8-13 years Tw data while such correlation is good at 

stations with longer (20-40 years) Tw data. Therefore, poor correlation in fall can be due to 

insufficient Tw data at very few stations. Such point will be discussed in the revised 

manuscript. 
 

 

2.3 HER, Strahler order and riparian vegetation 

 

The study is complemented by an assessment of the influence of HERs, Strahler order and 

riparian vegetation on Tw. I have already raised some concerns about HERs (how they are 

accounted for in the models), and about riparian vegetation (the model is not validated for 

this). These two points need to be addressed in order to present the analysis. 

 



Responses to previous comments clearly stated that HER are not a conditioning/explaining 

factor and that the riparian vegetation influence has already been validated by Loicq et al. 

(2018). 

 

In general, all these topics are interesting, but I have the impression that they are treated only 

superficially and not with the necessary rigour.Moreover, there are already a lot of results 

presented and I think the article would still be interesting, and perhaps easier to read, if these 

parts were removed. 

 

We would like the reviewer to suggest a more “rigorous” approach than the one we used, 

which is rather basic and robust, derived only from model outputs and classes of vegetation 

and stream order. We therefore strongly disagree with the reviewer statement on a lack of 

rigour.  
 
 

Regarding the Strahler order analysis, this brings back to the issue of the reach-to-reach heat 

advection mechanism that is missing in the model description.  It is answered previously. But, 

there is upstream-downstream thermal propagation in the model.  

 

This comment has already been answered previously. There is an upstream-downstream 

propagation of thermal signal. Please see page 4 of Beaufort et al. (2016). 

 

 

Also, showing a Strahler order map for each reach in the SM would be really informative. 

 

As mentioned in the previous comments, we agree and It will be added in SM. 

 

 

As mentioned in P22L397-398, the correlation between Strahler order and Tw may be due to 

riparian vegetation (and not a concentration of the warming when going downstream). 

However, this should be analysed in more details, e.g., by looking at the correlation between 

Strahler order and Tw separately for different shading factor values (e.g., the categories of 

Figure 10). 

 

This comment is somewhat contradictory with the previous comment relative to the lack of 

rigour suggested by the reviewer on this topic. Moreover, It was already shown by other 

studies that riparian shading influence is more important on small rivers and has no influence 

on large rivers (e.g., Moor et al., 2005, Loicq et al., 2018). Of course, additional analyses are 

always possible, and we would appreciate any help on this issue for further assessments. 

 

 

For riparian vegetation, do you have a mechanism for why it would change the trend in Tw? I 

understand that adding or removing vegetation would change the absolute value of 

temperature, but by what mechanism would the trends be affected? If the riparian 

temperature sections were to be retained, this should be addressed.  

 

We believe that the reviewer misunderstood this part of the analysis (which may have led to 

his previous comments) and we’ll make sure to make the revised version clearer. In this 

analysis we compare Tw trends on headwater streams (in the same zone which implies same 

type of geology, proxy of groundwater contribution), with different degrees of shading, 



resulting from vegetation and reach orientation. It is observed that effect of increase on 

radiative fluxes are less important on streams with high shading, creating resilience to 

warming for these type of rivers. 

 

 

To conclude this second part, I would recommend that the authors revise and strengthen the 

analysis of Ta vs Tw trends and the impact of Q. With the results presented, such strong 

statements as those in the title and abstract do not entirely hold water. I would also 

recommend mentioning in the title the location where the study was conducted (Loire, 

France). Perhaps some of my reservations stem from a lack of understanding of exactly how 

the models work and a better description might help to alleviate these reservations. 

 

The reviewer is right and we hope that our responses and proposed modifications to the 

manuscript put some light on the understanding of the models. 

 

 

 Along with the emphasis on the main message that I recommend, perhaps some of the 

"secondary analyses" could be removed from the document. I think that a more thorough 

discussion of the limitations of the methods and results should be provided. I have not 

commented in detail on all the discussion, summary and conclusion sections, but certainly 

some of them are relevant to my comments above. 

 

We believe that the previous responses address these comments and that the analysis made on 

e.g. riparian vegetation may be interesting to readers as they suggest that increasing riparian 

vegetation might help reducing the impact of climate change on stream temperature (of 

course, independently on other consequences, notably on water use by such riparian 

vegetation).  

 

 

A final comment concerns the real added value of such a major modelling effort. A significant 

part of France is modelled; however, I feel that some of the results could be obtained by 

analysing only past measurements (and getting rid of all the modelling uncertainty).  

 

This comment is rather surprising for two reasons. First, the manuscript clearly states that 

much too few Tw observations are available for assessing long-term trends over the whole 

Loire basin. Second, the reviewer is the main author of a HESSD preprint precisely using 

physically-based models to assess the impact of climate change in Switzerland (Michel et al., 

2021, https://doi.org/10.5194/hess-2021-194) and should understand why such a modelling 

effort may be needed, i.e. to infer future changes in Tw thanks to such models and climate 

projections (which is precisely the objective of an upcoming manuscript). 

 

 

The added value could come from the whole analysis of the riparian vegetation for example, 

but as mentioned these analyses need to be strengthened. One solution (but which would 

involve a lot of extra work), could be to first publish just the data set in a journal like ESSE 

(https://www.earth-system-science-data.net/), where all the modelling and validation aspects 

are discussed in detail, and then have an article in HESS focused on the data analysis only 

allowing for an in-depth analysis. This would also allow for elaboration on some aspects that 

are not yet discussed (e.g., elevation, impact of snow if relevant for this catchment, more 

detailed spatial analysis). I think this option would really increase the potential impact of the 

https://doi.org/10.5194/hess-2021-194


significant modelling effort that has been made. But I would understand if the authoring team 

do not want to go through this extra work. 

 

We really thanks the reviewer for these suggestions, and we will take theme into account for 

further analyses, as this goes much further than the objective of the present manuscript. 

 

 

Minor comments: 

 

We agree with all comments except with ones to which we responded. 

 

 

P1L38 [Q] should be (Q) 

P1L52-52 “in the face of a changing climate”, maybe just say “to climate change” 

P3L79-80 Maybe define exactly what HERs are, or give a reference 

Figure 1 Add HERs “borders” also in left panel. In the manuscript, this figure is not 

vectorized and small text are really pixelized when zooming to reads them. Maybe provide a 

vectorized figure or a higher resolution bitmap figure. Add in the figure or caption the source 

for the maps shown 

 

P5L101 “bottom” should be “right” 

P5EQ(5) Can’t it be written in the more compact form max(SFLeft,SFRight)? 

P8L200 Why using log(Q) in this analysis? There ias writing mistalke. It will be modified. It 

is (Q). 

P9L224 What does IQR mean? 

P9L226 “r” is used here, while “R” is used in figures 

Figure 2 There is a “a” on the right below the colour legend 

P11L267-269 Please add a reference here to support this statement 

P16L306-308 How negative Q trends, just by themselves, suggest an effect on Tw? 
 

We believe that previous responses address this comment 

 

 “suggested” should be “suggesting”. 

 

 

P20L335-338 First, despite it is clearly stated on the abstract of the paper Michel (2020) 

that: “The mean trends for the last 20 years are + 0.37 ± 0.11 ◦ C per decade for water 

temperature,resulting from the joint effects of trends in air temperature (+0.39 ± 0.14 ◦C per 

decade), discharge (−10.1 ± 4.6 % per decade), and precipitation (−9.3±3.4% per decade)”, 

I think now that this paper does not show a real impact of Q on Tw, but rather a correlation 

between Q and Tw in summer. If I had to rewrite this paper today, I would not be so 

categorical (and this why I also question it in your paper). Second, when you say: ”In 

contrast with our results, they found Tw trends lower than Ta trends due to influence of snow 

melt and glacier melt”, this is not totally exact. Indeed, trends found in Alpine catchments are 

lower due to the mentioned effects. For the low-altitude catchments where snow plays no role, 

trends are indeed closer, but Tw trends remain slightly slower than Ta trends (compare 

Figures S17 and S18). However, on an annual basis, we are talking about a few tenths of a 

degree less in my article and a few tens of a degree more in yours, so taking into account all 

the uncertainties involved, I see no contradiction. In addition, different regions are studied. 

 



This comment is again rather surprising as the paper referred to by the reviewer (and signed 

by him) has been published quite recently. We clearly agree that the statement made in the 

referred paper is rather categorical, but the present manuscript conclusions are clearly much 

less categorical. Hence, our surprise is with respect to the comments on our main statement on 

Tw trends being stronger than Ta trends over the Loire basin. 

 

 

Introduction and Section 5.5 Nuclear plants cooling is never mentioned in the paper. This 

might not be relevant for the Loire (but Bustillo et al. (2014) mention some plants in the 

catchment), but in general in France the question of cooling nuclear plants in the future with 

increasing air and water temperature will be a real challenge and I think it is worth 

mentioning it (see e.g. Bourqui et al., 2011). 

 

Bustillo et al. (2014) mentioned that the impacts from the power plant is negligible in the 

Loire basin: “This effect can also be neglected, as the nuclear power stations are equipped 

with closed-circuit cooling towers that allow the heat to be dissipated directly into the 

atmosphere. Thus, the thermal input into the Loire River is notably low. Studies conducted by 

the electricity-generating authority (EDF) indicate that rises in daily temperature of the Loire 

River downstream from the Dampierre power station have a median of 0.1°C and a 90th 

percentile of 0.3°C, with the greatest increase being in winter.” 

 

Moreover, Moatar and Gailhard, 2006 mentioned: “Nuclear power stations are equipped with 

closedcircuit cooling towers, allowing the heat to be discharged directly into the atmosphere. 

Thermal waste into the Loire, essentially from purging the cooling towers, is very low. For 

example, studies carried out by EDF indicate that, 90% of the time, the daily temperature rise 

of the Loire downstream of the Dampierre power station is less than 0.3°C, the median rise 

being 0.1°C ◦C. Moreover, the greatest rise in temperature is in winter, which means that the 

statistics for summer increases result in even lower values. In this study, we therefore 

considered that temperature rises caused by nuclear power stations are of secondary 

importance in the trends that concerned us. This will be confirmed from the analysis of the 

series from Belleville, situated upstream of all the Loire power stations.” 

 

Also, trend at BelleVille, which is not influenced by nuclear power plant has the same 

magnitude as the other 3 stations located downstream nuclear power plant (see Figure 2). 

 

To make this point more clear, the following sentence will be added in P21L368: “Please 

note that the impacts from the power plant is considered negligible in the Loire basin 

according to Moatar and Gailhard, 2006, Bustillo et al., 2014. Moreover, the trend at 

Belleville, which is not influenced by nuclear power plant has the same magnitude as 

that at the other 3 stations located downstream nuclear power plants (see Figure 2), 

showing negligible influence of power plants.” 

 

P22L398 Shouldn’t it be “small rivers”? 
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